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Planning Changes To Further Erode Communities’ Ability To Shape Local 
Neighbourhoods 
 

	
Today’s NSW Government announcement that it will amend planning laws in order to 'build 
greater confidence in the planning system by enhancing community participation' is heavily 
overshadowed by the proposed expansion of code-complying development to medium density 
housing, which could radically transform local neighbourhoods. 
 
“Whilst we welcome certain aspects of the proposed changes, such as improved strategic 
planning processes and early consultation with neighbours, we are concerned that these 
changes will include high-impact development in the code-complying stream” BPN 
Spokesperson Corinne Fisher said. 
 
“This means that, in the case of medium density housing for example, such as a new two-
storey building, neighbours will not get an opportunity to comment before the bulldozers show 
up next door and commence construction.  It also means that terraces could quickly replace 
single houses with backyards without the need for public consultation. 
 
“This is a significant change that is expected to have major impacts on Sydney’s character, 
amenity and green spaces. 
 
“If allowed to proceed, these changes will significantly erode local communities’ ability to shape 
their neighbourhoods and indeed, the streets they live in. 
 
In addition to expanding code-complying development, the NSW Government also proposes to 
promote (and in certain cases, impose) the use of local planning panels to assess 
development proposals.  However, these panels will exclude elected Councillors, effectively 
removing the link between local decision-making and democratic processes designed to 
ensure that local authorities remain accountable to their constituents. 
 
“Both the expansion of code-complying development and the removal of elected Councillors 
from local development decision-making were vehemently opposed by communities during the 
failed 2013 planning reforms.  Given the strength of this response, it is disappointing to see the 
Government continue to pursue these changes. 
 
Minister Stokes' rationale that increasing housing supply will solve the housing affordability 
crisis is not backed by evidence and has not resulted in more affordable housing in Sydney, 
Indeed, the Minister himself has recently highlighted the vital role of negative gearing in driving 
housing prices up, an issue that the Federal Government refuses to address. 
 
“Rather than address housing affordability, the proposed expansion of code-complying 
development is likely to result in increased community frustration with the planning system and 
significant loss of amenity and green space.” 
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